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DOCUMENT *Chosen Pen's 2024 Virtual Book Tour for Published Authors

A virtual book tour is the same as an offline book tour, except you can sit back in your jammies and bed

hair, not to mention saving gas, and you will sell just as many, and in most cases, more books than you

would at a traditional bricks and mortar bookstore. The cost for Basic package is $499. Make a payment

at our main page at https://bizboo.st/vbt2024

Fill out the questionnaire below and send it back as soon as you can. Send to

firstladynorma@gmail.com with cc: contact@chosepen.com & hello@bizboost.me

<<<Questionnaire>>>

Author’s Name or Pseudonym:

Email:

City, State:

Website:

X:

Facebook:

Instagram:

Date/Month you are interested in touring:

How will you be making payment?

Are you interested in a giveaway? If so, explain in detail what you want to give away:

Author Information:

Author’s Bio (please do not send a separate attachment. Copy and paste or send us to a link where we

can copy):

High Quality Pictures: (include as an attachment)

Book Information:

Title of Book:

Link to photo of book cover (a attachment is fine)

# of Pages:

Genre:

Publisher:

Publication Date:
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Link to book on Amazon:

Any other selling links you want included?:

One sentence blurb of what the book is about:

Give us up to 10 adjectives that would describe your book. For example; easy-to-read, romantic,

unpredictable, happily ever after, scary, witty, entertaining, twisted, great world building, wonderful

characters, page turner, tear jerker, heartfelt, vulnerable, uplifting, honest, moving, soul-bearing,

emotional, shocking.

What location does this book take place and what season?

Detailed synopsis (just a few paragraphs…this is what I will be putting up on your official tour page at

Chosen Pen):

Please copy and paste a book excerpt here:

Can you copy and paste your first chapter below?

Can you send a pdf copy of your book when you send us this application?

How did you find out about us?

Thank you for being part of Chosen Pen's Virtual Book Tours and we look forward to working with you!

Keep promoting! https://chosepen.com

https://chosepen.com

